Giveaway: Holiday Gift Guide
2012: Our Favorite Gifts for
Her
This post is sponsored by Elizabeth Arden, Good Works, Eyedoll
Chatter, Native Union, MyMela & EyeMajic.
By Jennifer Ross
The holiday season has just started and already you are
overwhelmed with what to buy your loved ones. Do you run
around town, waiting in endless lines, hoping to find
something perfect for your mother, daughter or wife? Who has
that kind of time? Fortunately, thanks to the team at
CupidsPulse, you don’t have to. To cut down your holiday
shopping time–and save your sanity–we have sought out some
great holiday gifts she is sure to love. Even better, we are
giving away some of these products to a handful of lucky
visitors–see italicized notation under each product below. For
information on how to enter, scroll down below to the bold
copy marked GIVEAWAY ALERT.
1. Justin Bieber Girlfriend- perfume and lotion: For the one
in love or wanting to be in love, Justin Bieber’s Girlfriend
fragrance tempts all your senses. Flirty, personal and
inviting, this fragrance is designed to include three unique
notes. “The Chance” begins with notes of sparkling pear, crisp
mandarin, rich blackberry and mara strawberry. “The Dream”
lures you in with notes of pink freesia, star jasmine, apricot
nectar, and orange blossom. “The Kiss” excites your mind with
notes of Vanilla Orchid and Luminous Musk. Its wrap-around
bottle design and revolutionary magnetic bottle cap is fresh,
new and designed especially for her heart.
(1) Holiday Giveaway: perfume & lotion set

2. Good Works Metallique Gunmetal Crystal Bracelet: Part of
the “Metallique” collection for Good Works, this multi-wrap
around bracelet will give any outfit a superior edginess with
a feminine flair. The metallic gunmetal leather is glamorized
with studded crystals, a circular belt buckle and
inspirationally themed phrases to make a bold statement in
style.
(4) Holiday Giveaways: gunmetal crystal bracelets
3. Eyedoll Chatter Mineral-Based Cosmetics: Perfect for young
girls, Eyedoll Chatter Mineral-Based cosmetics is a new
interactive line of mineral makeup kits that let your tweens
and teens build their own colorful, scented shadows, blushes
and lip glosses. Better yet, they can share their creations
via text, Facebook or Twitter thanks to EyeDoll Chatter’s free
iPhone app. Each of these adorable “it kits” comes with six
different components. Eye and cheek kits have three allnatural colors and three scented shimmers (think birthday
cake, cherry blossom, etc.) made with cosmetic-grade, skinfriendly fragrance. The lip kits have three colored glosses
and three scented balms. The idea is to mix and match to your
heart’s and your senses’ delight. The looks that can be
created range from school-appropriate to party-sensational and
they are all something to talk, text and tweet about.
(5) Holiday Giveaways: Hello Kissy Lipgloss Sets
4. Native Union POP Phones: Have something important to say or
simply love to chat? The original retro handset from Native
Union allows you to say it with style, anywhere! Manufactured
with a high quality speaker and microphone for crisp sound and
clarity, this classic 50’s Blakelit design telephone comes in
many vibrant colors and patterns, with a luxurious soft-touch
texture for improved calling comfort. Access to phone
functions are convenient when making calls. It is compatible
with notebooks and all mobile devices, including tablets,
smartphones and cellphones. Best of all, you can choose from

either a wired or Bluetooth® technology POP phone.
(1) Holiday Giveaway: POP Phone (black)
5. MyMela Bangle Set: For the sophisticated woman at work or
out on the town, MyMela Bangle Set will pull together your
look wonderfully. Enjoy this set of three black and blue
bracelets, hand made in brass, that can be worn individually
or all together. Priced under $15.00, this item is perfect
either as a gift or stocking stuffer. Approximate size is 2.5”
diameter. Nickel-free hypoallergenic.
6. Eye Majic’s Select 16 Kit: For the woman on-the-go, Eye
Majic’s Select 16 Kit allows her to apply instant eyeshadow
flawlessly for any occasion. At $19.95, the kit comes with 16
applications of eyeshadow (10 matte and 6 pearl colors), one
“foxy lady” application, one eye majic eyeliner, one “set in
stone” practice application and a demonstration DVD.
GIVEAWAY ALERT: To enter for a chance to win one of the items
listed above, go to our Facebook page and click “like.” Then,
leave a comment under our Holiday Gift Guide giveaway post
letting us know that you want to enter the giveaway. We will
contact the winners via Facebook when the giveaway is over,
and they will have three days to respond back with their
contact information. The deadline to enter is 5:00 p.m. EST on
Monday, December 24th. Good luck!
Congratulations to all of our winners!
Lucy Long – Justin Bieber’s Girlfriend Perfume & Lotion
Herman Carol – Gunmetal Crystal Bracelet
Karen Miller – Gunmetal Crystal Bracelet
Briana Christina – Gunmetal Crystal Bracelet & Hello Kissy
Lipgloss Set
Amy Orvin – Gunmetal Crystal Bracelet & Hello Kissy Lipgloss
Set
Diana Devlin – Hello Kissy Lipgloss Set
Leisa Allen – Hello Kissy Lipgloss Set

Sadie Anne Rue – Hello Kissy Lipgloss Set
Moni Lynn – POP Phone

